My Francois Vase project
This presentation records my unorthodox making of a vase inspired, at
least, by the shape of the famous ‘Francois Vase’. I started making it in
late May 2015 using rabbits-skin glue, old shirts, whiting, vaseline,
acrylic paint, artist paint brushes, polystyrene foam, an old broom
handle, 9mm waterproof plywood for the rim and base, polyfiller,
engineering ingenuity, great patience, a few swear words, lots of mess in
my ‘studio’ and great determination to finish the project. I succeeded.
More or less finished in Nov 2015. Great fun!
I made it for my daughter Melissa Melly (Sis) having earlier made a
different vase using a different technique for my other daughter Nicola
Ring (Nic), which is described on my website
(www.cookeonfire.com
>About me> All about me> Hobbies>
My handmade furniture). See next slide.

Nic’s vase

Sis’ vase (work in progress)

The Francois Vase.
An early Athenian black figure
vase in clay with 298 incised
linear detailed figures, 66cm
high, circa 550 BC, named
after the discoverer
Alessandro Francois who
found it in many pieces in
1845 in Etruria.
Potter was Ergotimos; painter
Kleitias.
Most of the friezes are of
myth. Described in
Boardman’s book ‘Athenian
black figure vases’

The concept was to make several discs
of polystryrene foam and feed them onto
a broom handle supported at the ends
so the assembly could be rotated, trim
off the corners, make smooth with
polyfiller, apply vaseline, lay on strips of
shirt fabric using hot rabbits-skin glue,
apply gesso, make scrolled handles (no
easy job), add a plywood base and rim,
then decorate the vase adding detail by
scratching away the black acrylic paint.
First job was to sketch the profile and
decide how many layers of foam to use
as the removable inside former - I used
12 layers of 25mm foam. The pukka
Francois vase was made using clay and,
perhaps, an ancient potters wheel, but I
had neither, and I wanted a challenge.
Mine would be approx 31cm high.

25mm polystyrene
foam board bought
from builders
merchant and
transported home on
the bus - I quite like
doing things the hard
way.

Cutting the discs of
foam with a coping
saw. Plenty mess with
little bits of foam
sticking to me as if
magnitized

Here all but one of the
foam discs have been
fed onto the broom
handle which in turn is
supported by a piece
of gash plywood with
25mm holes (made to
accommodate the
handle) at both ends.

The corners of the
foam are now being
rasped off - you can
see the rasp covered
in polystyrene
particles at RHS.

Some of the smoothing
down has been done. I
used some 3mm
diameter pointed
‘barbeque' wood ‘pins’
to penetrate the
assembly of foam discs
to hold the layers
together - 2 can be
seen sticking out of the
vase top at LHS.

Plastering over the foam with
polyfilla. Ive also added a 9mm
plywood disk to the base and a
plywood rim for the top (not
easy as it had to be sawn at an
angle). These were added for
robustness. When the filler has
dried and been smoothed down
it is covered with vaseline as a
release agent, before starting
the rabbit-skin/fabric lay up.
So far all this work has been
done simply to make a
removable former (removable
apart from the lower 100mm
which will be retained inside the
finished Vase along with part of
the broom handle). This needed
a bit of forward thinking.

The polyfiller work is
complete and has been
painted white. I’ve added
a black cardboard handle
shape to check the fit.
Now the difficult part of
making the handles. I first
tried to use hardboard but
it didnt work - the
abandoned handles are
resting on the bench.
Now the middle part of
the vase will be smeared
with vaseline to act as a
release agent. I’m
pleased with the shape.

Aborted attempt to
make scrolled
handles with
hardboard and foam.
One is clamped in the
vice, the other held
together in a G-clamp.
Later made out of
balsa and plywood.
The handles were
difficult to make

Now I begin making
the vase. Bits of my
white shirt soaked in
hot rabbits-skin glue
are laid over the
vaseline former.
Doesn't look hopeful
due to wrinkling, but ,
patience, when it dries
its OK. Several layers
will be needed to build
up thickness

Commence removing foam
by cutting with kitchen
knife leaving a thin layer
approx 6mm thick next to
neck of vase. Later I
remove more foam and
then lay fabric with
rabbits-skin glue down into
the vase and back onto
bulbous part of vase thus
forming a robust and
aesthetic top to the vase
comprising a fabric/foam
sandwich.

Another shirt of thicker fabric
is now used to build up
thickness and strength,
again using rabbits-skin
glue, being careful not to
weaken the lower layers of
shirt. Not a quick operation.
Inverted to stop layers from
peeling away under gravity.
Whole pot covered like this a
couple of times. The
embedded broom handle
gripped in the vice serves
well to hold the pot while work
proceeds. I was told off for
using that shirt as it still had
some life in it, but it was too
hot.

Finished the inside rim
and coated it with gesso.
The now hidden plywood
rim gives a nice sharp
profile. Now commence
removal of more foam and
layering up the outside.
The broom handle is
retained in place to help
handling the vase but will
be removed later and
replaced by a short
length of handle in the
bottom 100mm of the
vase

New handles made of
balsa and plywood
have been made and
are resting on vase to
examine fit. Raised
scroll on top of handles
not yet added. Handles
will be gessoed and
then fixed using metal
pins which penetrate
plywood rim and the
bulbous part further
down. Now the gesso
iwill be applied to the
vase using a home
made bain-marie to
maintain the gesso at
correct temperature.

My improvised Bainmarie resting on a
cheap electric hotplate
bought for this project.
The spoon in the pan of
water is used to
prevent the jam jar of
gesso (not shown, see
next pic) making
contact with the hot
metal pan - the gesso
must not exceed
approx 70degC

Heres my pot of
gesso. Its a mixture of
whiting and liquified
rabbits-skin glue
granules melted in
water and heated. It
has a strong smell as
you'd expect

I begin by painting
bole (acrylic paint)
over the sanded
polyfiller surface
before gesso is
applied with the idea
that if I scratch/rub
through the gesso I
will get the bole
showing through,
antique-like. I
abandon the idea.

Gesso now applied
and frieze lines
painted in black
acrylic all around vase
- done by spinning the
vase and holding a
loaded paint brush
against the surface. I
then scraped some of
the paint off thinking I
would prefer a
distressed look but
later changed my
mind as it just looked
a mess.

The new handles have
been made and the
inevitable misfit at base of
handle is filled with a
strong mix of polyfiller
and PVA glue. The alum
foil is to stop water from
the polyfiller weakening
the gesso vase.The
masking tape is holding
the handle in place while
the polyfiller sets. When
dry the foil is removed
and the handle is fixed
with invisible metal pins
and glued on with a little
PVA

Experiment on a piece of
ply with ways of incizing
black gesso (white
gesso with black powder
pigment added). Didn't
work so abandoned that
method and decided to
paint vase figures in
black acrylic paint. Also
used a waterproof black
felt pen but this ‘ran’
when I tried to seal the
surface with french
polish and nearly ruined
the vase gesso.

I shall use a couple of
these patterns from
the top two friezes on
my vase. I also like
the ship pattern but its
complex and I’ve run
out of time.

Handles have been
fixed and decorated
with black ‘dots’
Francois style. Not
sure I like it.
Flying bird pattern
(my idea) added
around the top frieze

The hard black and white look
has been softened by adding
touch of pink and lemon
yellow. Some friezes have
been decorated. Had a
problem with some waterproof
felt pen marks on the top
‘birds’ frieze which ‘ran’ when I
attempted to apply a coat of
shellac to seal the surface.
Later I also redefined the black
frieze lines which are
distressed in this view. The
horses manes have been
incized but effect cant be seen
in this view unless you zoom
in.

The boar-hunting
motifs have been
added, the dotted
handle pattern
painted over as I
didn’t like it, and the
frieze lines redefined.
I am now pleased with
the handles though
painting thin black
lines around the
handles with a shaky
hand has not been
easy

The finished vase, yet to
be oiled to give a sheen
and make it resistant to
dirty-finger marking.
Hope you like it Sis.
Remember its not
waterproof so don't put
a wet plant pot inside or
the damp may ‘dissolve’
it. Also its brittle so don't
drop it.
LOL.
Dad/Daddad, 3 Nov 2015

